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Can the season really have reached the half-way point? 
 
 It is now July, which means we have reached the mid-point of the cricket season and, indeed, 
have passed that point as far as the Colts section are concerned. Where has it gone and why does 
the summer have to be so short - answers, on a postcard, please 
 As mentioned in previous newsletters, the purpose of this particular column is not to analyse 
the fortunes of our respective sides but,  and with the colts season about to end, It is worth reporting 
that the under 15b side have been our most successful team  and could be promoted whilst the under 
17s are also doing well.  
 As for the senior sides, the 2nd and 3rd Xls are the best placed of our Saturday teams whilst 
the Sunday Development side won every game in June.  There is still a long way to go, of course, but 
solid foundations have been laid and, delighted to report, that all five senior sides won their games on 
the last day of the month!  
 By now you will almost certainly be aware that Paul Maxwell has resigned as our Chair and we 
would like to place on record our sincere thanks for all of his efforts, not just since he became Chair, 
but for the work he has done for the OWCC over a number of years. He, Caroline and Kenny have 
become an Integral part of the Club over that period of time and we are indebted to all three of them 
 Vice-Chair, Jeff Mascarenhas, has now stepped up to become 'Acting Chair' for the rest of the 
season whilst Laurence Allen has been added to the committee so that we have a full complement of 
eight members  
 July is a busy and important month for the OWCC, hosting as It does our annual cricket week 

starting on Sunday July 22nd with President's Day and Jasper Gundry-White, our President, would 
like to Invite you to this important occasion, for him, and the rest of us  
 The day will also be a celebration of 21 years of Colts cricket at Hayes Hill, a remarkable 
achievement and without which the Club would not be the force it is today, The cricket on the day will 
feature three T20 sides, two of them being skippered by Michael Mitchell, the current 1st Xl captain 
and Jonathan Rodda, his vice-captain, both of whom have graduated through our colts section  
 More details can be found on our excellent website, lovingly put together by the equally 
excellent Laurence Allen  
 President's day is followed by cricket week itself, with games on each and every day, so, if you 
want to play, please make yourself available - availability boards will be posted on the club notice-
boards. 'Availability' is also the key word for the rest of the season, particularly as we are now coming 
into the prime holiday season  
 Club Captain Alex Forbes who, together with Laki Kasturiratne does such a wonderful job In 
co-ordinating our sides, tells me that some weeks we have a surplus of players and others a dearth, 
so please do your best to ensure that the former is more often the case than the latter  
 On June 22nd a number of Old Wilsonians attended the funeral of Peter Hubert whom, as 
Colin Smith put It, was a member of "our best ever Sunday side." But he was more than that, a really 
lovely man who was well respected by anyone who was fortunate to meet him  
 On a very difficult day for them his family took time to talk to us and I know from my 
conversations with his eldest daughter, Susannah,  that they were  genuinely touched and comforted 
by the responses to Peter's  death expressed by Old Wilsonians - the club were even mentioned in 
one of the eulogies which, along with other memories of Peter, will appear In the next edition of 
'NOW', the magazine of the Old Wilsonians' Association  
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   Who to contact and how 

   

Acting Chairman Jeff Mascarenhas     07967 484634 (Mobile)  
   Email:  jeffmascarenhas17@gmail.com 

Colts Chairperson:   Barrie Frampton  
   Email: barrie.frampton@gmail.com  

Club Captain:  Alex Forbes     07855 273218  (Mobile)  
   Email: Alexforbes46@hotmail.co.uk  

Secretary:  Mike Pike     020 8659 6443 (H)   
   Email: owmikepike@yahoo.co.uk 

Welfare Officer Jane Kempthorn      07886 412166 (Mobile) 
   Email: jane.owccmembership@hotmail.co.uk 

Treasurer:  Andy Spedding     07973 847469 (Mobile) 
   Email: andy.spedding@hotmail.co.uk 

 Fixtures Secretary:  Laurence Allen     07946 635020 (Mobile)  
   Email: Loz_Allen@hotmail.com  
 

Website Administrator and 

Communications Officer     Laurence Allen   07946 635020 (Mobile)  
    Email:  loz_allen@hotmail,com 

Skippers: 

 

1st  XI   Michael Mitchell     

   Email: michaelgmitchell@live.co.uk   07721 628117  (M) 

2nd Xl:  Sanath  Dandeniya      
   Email:  sanath.dandeniya@google.com   07723  095988  (M) 

3  XI:    Howard Abbett  
   Email:  Howard.Abbett@ntlworld.com  

4  XI   Jeff Mascarenhas    07967 484634 (M) 
   jeffmascarenhas@ntlworld.com  

5  XI   Alex Forbes     07855 273218 (M)  
   alexforbes46@hotmail.co.uk  

Sunday Development: Chris Scott     07917 033946 (M)  
     Email: chris.scott928@gmail.com    

Sunday Friendly Tony Sherlock     07881 277283 (M) 
   Email:  tony@cobraconcrete.co.uk  
    

Websites 

Kent Cricket League Website: www.kcl.uk.net 
Kent Feeder League website  http://krcl.play-cricket.com  
Sunday Development League website http://kentsdl.play-cricket.com 

Old Wilsonians: www.oldwilsonians.play-cricket.com 
North Kent Junior League: http://nkentjumior.play-cricket.com 
Old Wilsonians’ Association website www.OldWilsonians.com 
 
Discovery of the month  
 
 Whilst sitting in the away dressing room at Whitstable – much to the annoyance of some 
members of the 1

st
 Xl – and listening to sounds emanating from the team’s ghetto blaster, a weekly 

feature of their warming up routine, I suddenly realised that the flat upstairs to me must be occupied 
by at least one member of our premier side!  
 
 

http://www.oldwilsonians.co.uk/
mailto:owmikepike@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:michaelgmitchell@live.co.uk
http://www.kcl.uk.net/
http://www.oldwilsonians.play-cricket.com/
http://kentjumior.play-cricket.com/
http://www.oldwilsonains.com/
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    June   Results  

 
Orpington    118  1

st
  Xl    87  Lost by 31  runs 

 
Orpington 2

nd
 Xl   143  2

nd
 Xl   144 for 3 Won by 7 wickets  

 
3

rd
 Xl     141 for 9 Sidcup 3

rd
 Xl  92  Won by 49 runs  

 
4

th
 Xl    192 for 8 Catford & Cyphers 156 for 5 Won by 36 runs  

 
Sidcup 4

th
 Xl   166 for 8 5

th
  Xl    103  Lost by 63 runs  

 
Sunday League Xl   254 for 4 OD CUACO   192 for 9 Won by 62 runs  
 
Under 15b      Catford Cyphers  Catford Cyphers conceded 
 
Orpington    133 for 5 Under 13a  42  Lost by 91 runs  
 
Under 17   124 for 7 Bromley  69  Won by 55 runs  
 
Whitstable    290 for 7 1

st
 Xl    228   Lost by 62 runs  

 
2

nd
 Xl     239 for 6 HSBC   191  Won by 48 runs 

 
3

rd
 Xl     177 for 7 Hayes  4

th
  Xl  130 for 6 Won by 47 runs 

 
Old Colfeians  4

th
  Xl  180 for 7 4

th
 Xl   147 for 6 Lost by 33 runs  

 
5

th
  Xl      Hartley 5

th
 Xl   Old Wilsonians conceded  

 
Sunday League Xl   140  Bexley   126  Won by 14 runs  
 
Hayes under 15a  123  Under 15a  115  Lost by 8 runs 
 
Under 15b     Locksbottom   Locksbottom conceded  
 
Under 10   110 for 5 HSBC    83 for 6 Won by 27 runs  
 
Under 17     Old Elthamians Old Elthamians conceded  
 
Broadstairs  1

st
 Xl  300 for 3 1

st
 Xl   216 Lost by 84 runs  

 
Broadstairs  2nd Xl   134  2

nd
 Xl   135 for 3 Won by 7 wickets  

 
Roebucks 2

nd
 Xl   149  3

rd
 Xl    150 for 3 Won by 7 wickets 

 
4

th
 Xl    188 for 7 Natwest 2

nd
 Xl  103  Won by 85 runs 

 
Shooters Hill 3

rd
 Xl  153 for 8 5

th
 Xl   154 for 8 Won by 2 wickets  

 
Under 15b      Cudham Wyse Cudham Wyse conceded  
 
Sunday League Xl   230 for 8 Lordswood   177  Won by 53 runs 
 

http://www.oldwilsonians.co.uk/
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Under 11   117 for 5 Bickley Park   27 for 7 Won by 90 runs  
 
Under 13a   114 for 6 Chislehurst &   93 for 5 Won by 21 runs  
      West Kent  
Ashford Town   206 for 9 1

st
 Xl   161  Lost by 45 runs  

 
Bexleyheath    170  2

nd
 Xl    162  Lost by 8 runs  

 
HSBC    134 for 8 3

rd
 Xl    135 for 3 Won by 7 wickets  

 
Orpington 4

th
 Xl   157 for 8 4

th
 Xl    106  Lost by 51 runs  

 
Under 13b   98  Bromley   83  Won by 15 runs  
 
Bexleyheath    111  Under 15a  113 for 5 Won by 5 wickets  
 
Under 11   151 for 3 Beckenham   72 for 9 Won by 79 runs  
 
Under 13a    95 for 4 ODCUACO   95 for 7 Tie 
 
Under 15b   98  Bromley  83  won by 15 runs  
 
Under 17   121 for 9 Hayes    114 for 5 won by 7 runs  
 
Gore Court    138  1

st
 Xl   140 for 4 Won by 6 wickets 

 
2

nd
 Xl     208 for 8 Gore Court   157 for 8 Won by 51 runs  

 
3

rd
 Xl     178 for 6 Old Colfeians   118  Won by 60 runs  

 
ODCUACO    139 for 7 4

th
 Xl   140 for 8 Won by 2 wicket

  
Beckenham    168 for  8 5

th
  Xl   169 for 6 Won by 4 wickets  

 
A BAD DAY AT THE OFFICE     Orpington    118    1

st
    Xl    81  

 
 Orpington, having been promoted from Division Three last year, arrived at Hayes on the back 
of a good run at the end of a damp week which produced a green wicket and induced our skipper to 
insert them, and our bowlers did all that was asked of them and our visitors  were dismissed for 118 
with the penultimate ball of their 50 overs. 
 At one point they were 79 for 8 but a late rally pushed them over 100 – and beyond – as we 
failed to turn the screw. Even so, the bowlers could be pleased with their performance, Guy, Doug, 
Dave and ‘Mitch’ in particular bowling economically, taking 8 wickets between them and conceding 77 
runs in 40 overs  
 May had been a good month for the 1

st
 Xl – three victories and a last over defeat from the four 

games played – and the bowlers had certainly done their bit to see June off to a good start  
 However, we were then bowled out for 81 in 35.1 overs with only four players getting into 
double figures and a top score of just 17. As already mentioned the conditions were not perfect for 
batting and it was a bowlers wicket but, and as the Orpington lower order had showed, with 
application it was possible to score runs with the right mind-set  
 Perhaps it is best to simply put this down to a bad day at the office and move on to the next 
game  
(Velson)Devarajulu Rodda.J Thotiwilage Abbett.M Scott Mitchell Jones Sims Ellicott-White Hannah 
Forbes.D 

http://www.oldwilsonians.co.uk/
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Man of the match: Guy Hannah – accounted for three of their top five and held two neat catches; it 
could have been three  

DROPPING  CATCHES  PROVES COSTLY  Sidcup  4
th
   Xl   166  for  8    5

th
   Xl  103  

 A much changed 5
th
 XI this week , with Andy Steel, Jon Larkman and Stephen  Millward all 

making their season’s  debuts .We were ‘out-colted’ (sic) by Sidcup,  who had six colts to our four  
   We won the toss and inserted Sidcup who put 167 on the board for 8 wickets. All of our five 
bowlers did well but, and unfortunately,  Stephen Millward twisted his knee at the end of his sixth over,  
which put pressure on Rohan Mehra (who bowled well again),  Nathan Carpenter , Josh Merchant and 
Matt Carruthers,  who all coped well . Our main problem of dropping easy catches continues to be 
costly and it is something we need to improve upon. 
 We scored in excess of a 100, with Andy Steel batting well at the top of the order and  scoring 
25, and a mature knock from Nathan Carpenter,  who scored 23 over 20 odd overs to keep our 
innings together. Unfortunately we lost too many wickets early on , but we are getting ourselves into 
positions in which we can win games and it is  only a matter of time before we convert these into wins. 
An enjoyable game and we continue to see lots of positives   Alex Forbes 
(Andy)Steel (Dan)Robbins Carpenter Allen Merchant Larkman Forbes.A  Hazzard.J  Carruthers.M 
Mehra Millward  

 

GOOD START FIZZLES OUT    Whitstable  290  for  7,  1
st
  Xl  228  

 
 Many years ago, when men were men and women were grateful, we used to play Whitstable 
in an all day Sunday fixture thanks to the good offices of Dave Wakeford, who had moved down to 
this seaside resort and offered his considerable cricketing skills to the local club, and highlights of 
previous visits include seeing Stuart Forbes and Chris Cowell open the batting and driving Ian Forbes’ 
car home following a rained off fixture when he had drunk a few too many scotch and gingers- surely 
not!  
 Dean Langton, the Whitstable scorer, remembers David from his own playing days.  We were 
now here for a Kent League fixture on perhaps the smallest ground in our division where 270 is 
probably a par score and our hosts reached 290 for 7, thanks mainly to a second wicket stand of 240, 
after which we took five wickets for 39, Josh Lawrence finishing with 4 for 43 
 In reply we lost an early wicket but Velson and Malinda then added 143 for the second and 
when the latter was out, for 77, we were well on course for victory, the score being 155 for two in the 
30

th
 over – at this stage of their innings Whitstable had been 117 for 1, so we were well over half-way 

there.  Velson was well set and all that was needed was for the rest of the batting to support the good 
foundations he and Malinda had established  
 Sadly this did not happen and when Velson was sixth out for 72 with the score on 197, we 
were losing our way and, little more than five overs later,  had been dismissed for 228, with nine 
players contributing just 47 between them 
 The game saw another debutant in the shape of Syd Sherlock, who was somewhat 
unfortunate to be brought on to bowl when their second wicket stand was in full swing, but he hit the 
first ball he received for a single  when batting and contributed six of those 47 runs already mentioned  
 Doug, on the other hand, contributed 9, including a straight six which must be an early 
contender for the ‘champagne moment of the season. – I told you it was a small ground! 
(Velson)Devarajulu Rodda.J Thotiwilage Mitchell Jones Seston (Dan) Pryor Lawrence (Syd) Sherlock 
Forbes.D Hannah  
Man of the match: Velson – badly in need of runs, he made the most of a good batting wicket and 
took the initiative following Malinda’s dismissal.  
 
THAT’S FOUR WINS  IN SIX  GAMES      3

rd 
 Xl   177  for  7,  Hayes   4

th
   Xl   130 for  6 

 
 The 3

rd
 Xl had first use of the Hawes Down pitch and posted a very competitive total built 

around a well paced 60 from Rob McEwen,  who was well supported by Andy Steel (27) whilst  Dan 
Nicholls continued his fine start to the season with a brisk 25.  
 Graham Morrison's 3-33 put a break on the scoring as 200 was definitely in site, ably assisted 

http://www.oldwilsonians.co.uk/
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by Arnav Barry's three well held catches in the outfield. But the flurry of wickets was counteracted with 
Kevin Carruthers unbeaten 20 at the end as the 3s posted 177.  
 The new ball proved to be the difference between the two sides as the opening spell from Laki 
Kasturiratne and Tom Sullivan restricted Hayes to two runs an over in the first set of 10. Carruthers 
then talk a superb catch, skied miles in the air and taken neatly over his shoulder,  to get rid of opener 
Flinn. Steve Cotton (49) and Leo Webster (35) then briefly threatened to take the game back in the 
direction of Hayes until the latter was bowled by Carruthers in  a fine piece of leg spin bowling that 
pitched middle and leg and hit the off bail.  
 Carruthers ended up taking 3 for 44 and was well supported by fellow spinner Howard Abbett,  
who kept things tight bowling down the hill with 2 for 19. With the target miles out of reach, it was all 
about wickets and points for the OWs and it could have been a lot more than the six they did take.  
 On the whole, solid batting and bowling from a team that had five changes from the week 
before. That’ s  four wins in the first six games  and helps us keep pace with the league leaders 
           Laurence  Allen  
(Andy) Steel  Steel.C McEwen Allen Nichols James Abbett.H Carruthers.K Adams,R Kasturiratne 
Sullivan  
 
TIME TO STOP BAD HABITS    Broadstairs   300  for   3,  1

st
    Xl   216 

 
 Another long journey – the longest of the year – against a team who, together with Upchurch, 
are starting to pull away at the top of Division Two  
 As last week another good batting wicket and, as last week, ‘Mitch’ lost the toss – there are 
some things that are out of your control – but when Malinda took a wicket with the first ball of the 
game, life seemed just a little bit sweeter  
 But, as last week, we were again put to the sword by a second wicket stand,  this time of 148. 
Even so, there were only 14 overs remaining when that second wicket fell and we were entitled to 
believe that, with some steady bowling, we could restrict Broadstairs to around 250  
 What followed was a third wicket stand of 130 in 12 overs between their, now well set, opener, 
who finished on 144 not out, and a whirlwind 59 from a player we know of old who went in at an ideal 
time for his particular talents and our last 9 overs went for 114 runs 
 We needed a good start and got it, as a rejuvenated Velson and Jonathan raced to 55 in the 
first nine overs before the latter was caught behind for 32. Velson and Malinda continued the good 
work and when one of the Broadstiars supporters came out of the pavilion to see the score-board 
reading 101 for 1,  and thought about getting the drinks,  he realised that only 16 overs had been 
completed,  the visitors were well on course for victory and he trudged, disappointedly, back to the bar 
 However, and sadly, when the drinks interval did arrive nine overs later, we had slumped to 
125 for 6 and the drinks provider’s demeanour had changed from one of resentful resignation to one 
of joy  
 Chris Scott, another player in need of runs, strove manfully to repair the damage before holing 
out for 31, but it was the latter batsmen, Josh Lawrence (25) and Dave Ellicott-White (22) who dug in 
to at least ensure that we got our third batting point  
 Another disappointing visit to the seaside against an admittedly good side who will probably be 
promoted this season but, and as last week, it was a game we could and should have won. We seem 
to have got into the habit of conceding a lot of runs in the last ten overs or so, a habit we need to get 
out of……… and quickly  
(Velson) Devearajulu Rodda.J Thotiwilage Abbett.M Scott Mitchell Pryor Lawrence Ellicott-White 
Forbes.D Hannah  
Man of the match – Velson – just; his return to form continues  
 
SKIPPER STEERS US HOME     Shooters  Hill  3

rd
  Xl   153  for  8,   5

th
   Xl  154  for  8  

  A much changed 5’s team,  with Ollie Willis making his senior debut, and ‘Chunk’ and ‘JD’ 
making their season’s  debuts.    
 We bowled well,  with Old Shoots being 78 for 2 at drinks,  so our bowlers did well to claw 
them back to a total of 153 . Well done to Stan Sherlock , Matt Carruthers , Ollie Willis and Nathan 
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Carpenter,  who all bowled a good line and length and were aided by ‘Chunk’  and Stephen  Millward  
-  153 was certainly  gettable .  
 We started poorly and slumped to 6 for 3, and the total looked a long way off. Well done to 
‘Chunk’, who scored a quick 44 including a couple of sixes, and 5 fours in a counterattacking innings, 
with Stan Sherlock playing a solid innings around him. ‘Chunk’ then went steering a half tracker to first 
slip followed by a ‘JD’  first baller - welcome debut boy  
 Ollie Willis added 23 with Stan Sherlock and again stopped the Old Shoots momentum  but, at  
89 for 6,  the odds looked  In Shoots favour , but we had Stan well set . He passed 50 and added 63 
with Alex Forbes and we were within  two of  victory before, going  for glory, Stan was caught at deep 
mid off with a great catch. Shoots then took another wicket, with Stephen Millward falling for zero, and 
Derek Seston, batting for the first time in 40 years, survived  a close lbw call before Alex Forbes 
steered us to victory.  
 Well done to everyone  -  we won this one in the field  where we  saved 30-40 runs. Great 
contributions from the four colts, who all did well. And a big thanks to the seniors.  who all led by 
example; a  good win  
Steel (Andy)  Sherlock (Stan) Snethitkumaran Carpenter.N  Wellman Davies (Jonathan) Willis 
Forbes.A Millward Seston (Derek) Carruthers.M  

 
WE MUST LEARN OUR LESSONS   Ashford Town  206  for  9,  1

st
  Xl  161  

 
 After a couple of long away trips the 1

st
 Xl were hoping it was going to be a case of ‘home 

sweet home’ as they entertained Ashford Town at Hayes,  a side rooted to the bottom of the table and 
winless so far this season  
 Ashford won the toss, elected to bat and,  at 61 for 4, we were certainly in the driving seat on a 
wicket where a score well in excess of 200 seemed essential for any chance of victory. A fifth wicket 
stand of 109 then followed but we dropped one of the participants when he had only a handful – he 
went on to finish 67 not out – and although we eventually broke the partnership our fielding fell apart 
yet again in the latter stages of their innings, see also the reports of the Whitstable and Broadstairs 
games, and they just passed the 200 mark; which should not have been enough!  
 Josh Lawrence finished with 4 for 39, his best figures of the season, and although three of his 
scalps  were later order batsmen, he also trapped their top scorer lbw for 72.  
 Our reply started disastrously when Cameron Jones was bowled round his legs without a run 
on the board and worse was to follow when Malinda was caught at slip for 3, but there was no need to 
panic as we had plenty of batting to come! However when Matt Abbett and Chris Scott both gave 
gentle catches to grateful fielders,  and Jonathan Rodda was trapped lbw, yet again, we were rocking 
at 49 for 5 as Syd Sherlock joined his skipper  
 Both batted sensibly and, to be honest, demonstrated the poor quality of that which  had gone 
before, and, at the drinks interval , we had reached 90 and were beginning to get on top, but Syd was 
out-smarted five overs later to be stumped for a commendable  27  
 This was only Syd’s second game for the 1

st
 Xl but he was not phased at all and demonstrated 

why he has been scoring so many runs in the 2
nd

 Xl all season and that he is also capable of doing so 
at this level. Syd did not bowl today but has the potential to become a genuine all-rounder at this level  
 A lot of pressure was now put on our young skipper’s shoulders as he realised that he needed 
to play a major innings, but he had added only a further two following Syd’s departure when he miss-
timed a hook and was caught on the square leg boundary for 33,  and we were 111 for 6  
 The tail then added a further 50 and proved that there was absolutely no menace in the wicket 
and made you wonder why the top five batsmen had only made 39 between them  
 So are the 1

st
 Xl in crisis?  

 No; they certainly need to win a game – they have now lost four on the bounce – but their 
early season form, and resilience, shows that they are a good Division Two side and that is their level 
at the moment. After the Broadstairs game it was felt that we had a run of three potential victories to 
look forward to,  and although we fell at the first fence there are still two left to hurdle, so let’s end the 
month of June on a high, learn the lessons from the past four games and resolve to put things right  

http://www.oldwilsonians.co.uk/
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 There are still 10 games left to play but we must learn the lessons of our defeats, which 
sometimes teaches us more than victories  
Jones Rodda.J Thotiwilage Abbett.M Scott Mitchell (Syd)Sherlock Lawrence Ellicott-White Forbes.D 
Hannah  
Man of the match: ‘Mitch’ – did not shirk from the challenge of digging his side out of a hole, but, 
sadly, did not succeed  
 
1

ST
 Xl RE-DISCOVER THEIR MOJO    Gore Court   138,   1

st
  Xl  140  for   4 

 
 On a day when all five sides were victorious – congratulations to all concerned and thanks to 
Alex Forbes for treating us to two celebratory jugs – the 1

st
 Xl re-discovered their mojo following a 

disappointing June up to this point  
 Opponents Gore Court batted first and lost wickets on a regular basis from the start, with only 
one major contribution from their batting line-up as we dismissed then for just 138 in 38.4 overs. We 
held most of our catches, seven in total, and those that were  dropped – only one from memory – did 
not prove to be expensive  
 Guy Hannah took two, a particular good one at backward square leg,  and the final one to end 
their innings.  Syd Sherlock, adding wicket-keeping duties to his list of talents, started the  whole thing 
off when their opener ‘feathered’ through to his grateful gloves, Tom Finan, yet another debutant from 
the colts section, took his time and held his nerve to dismiss their stubborn number three, Dave 
Ellicott-White remembered the value of being alert when you are bowling to hold a neat caught and 
bowled whilst Chris Scott and ‘Mitch’ reminded us that they both have a safe pair of hands  
 Syd also executed a run out, which was the last thing Gore Court needed, and the innings 
closed shortly before 2-30, inducing the umpires to declare that a leisurely tea was in order and play 
would recommence at 3-15  
 Our reply got off to a perfect start as their opening bowler delivered his first two balls way past 
the leg stump and when he did discover a legitimate ball  he simply fed Velson’s glance to the 
boundary with his next two balls and repeated the gift with the last ball to see us 14 for 0 at the end of 
the first over.  
 Things then settled down a little but we had still raced to 32 by the penultimate ball of the fifth 
over, which Velson dispatched for another boundary before playing an injudicious hook to the final ball 
of the over which he should simply have left alone to be caught for 25  
 Malinda and Jonathan then took the score to 79 in the 14

th
 over when Malinda, who had hit 

four 4s and a six, was the second player to be caught when he had reached 25.  
 Jonathan followed eight runs later for 36, and regular readers of these reports will not need to 
inquire as to the method of his dismissal!  
 This brought together Josh Lawrence and Chris Scott and, with both players on 0 and more 
than 50 runs needed, our host’s thought the game was not over. Josh is not a natural number 4 – his 
forte is coming in at 7 or 8  when we bat first with 10 overs to go when, in particular, his (usually)  fine 
judgement of a quick single unsettles opposing sides and gives us the momentum we require at  such 
a stage of the game  
 He did not bowl today and it was a brave decision by the skipper to promote him up the batting 
order influenced, no doubt, by the fact that we were chasing a small total, but it has to be said that 
Josh struggled somewhat and it was no surprise when he was caught behind for 4. 
 Chris, meanwhile, had got off the mark with a glorious cover drive to the boundary  and was 
then joined by Matthew Abbett who, so far, has not demolished bowling attacks in the way that he had 
done so 12 months ago. However, this was the day to put that right as he raced to 33 – including 
three 6s and three 4s in 16 minutes to finish the game. Chris finished on 13 not out and his time at the 
crease will have done him good.  
 So the 1

st
 Xl came good on the last day of the month and our most prolific batsmen did what 

he does best. We now start the second round of games and if we can repeat our performances in 
May, and rectify the night-mare of June, then we can capture that third place for the second 
consecutive season  
(Velson)Devarajulu Rodda.J Thotiwilage Lawrence.J Scott Abbett.M Mitchell (Syd)Sherlock Finan 
Ellicott-White Hannah  
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Man of the match:  Malinda – took the first three wickets and batted with authority  
 
TWO ON THE BOUNCE FOR THE FIVES      Beckenham  5

th
  Xl  168 for 8,  5

th
  Xl  169 for 6  

 
 We were playing bottom of the table Beckenham on an artificial wicket with 10 players on a 
ridiculously hot day, so what could go wrong ! 
 We won the toss and decided to bowl. Alex Mccrossan and Fraser Baxendine bowled well and 
placed Beckenham under early pressure, reducing them to 12 for 3 after 10 overs.  The Beckenham 
skipper played well and put our first change partnership of Josh Merchant and Matt Carruthers under 
pressure and  both responded well. Finally Nathan Carpenter and Teddy Tahir, bowling spin,  kept it 
tight as Beckenham attacked well near the end .   
 It was good to see Alex McCrossan bowling well and good that we have a spin option in Teddy 
Tahir.  We fielded well up to the 25 overs  mark and were  then slightly off the pace,  which isn’t 
surprising as our colts get used to playing the longer game. We gave away 27 wides,  as anything 
down the leg-side was called.  
 Batting wise we tried ‘Prem’  as an opener which worked wonders, as he got into line and 
punished the poor ball , cutting and hooking well in his 55 not out and everyone else batted around 
him . Also a good innings from Nathan Carpenter, who scored 35 before being bowled by a beautiful 
in swinging ball  at 155 for 4. We then lost another couple of wickets as the middle order tried to 
bludgeon the winning runs. Extras came to 53, of which 47 were wides,  the majority being  2 wides 
down leg and being  missed by the ‘keeper.  
 All of the colts from both teams performed well and it will be interesting in a couple of years 
time to see both teams progress .  
 Well done to everyone on  our second win on the bounce as they all contributed to the win 
Laurence Allen kept well,  taking three catches behind the stumps,  and well done to Prem  and 
Nathan,  who batted well,  and Fraser and Alex,  for leading the attack.    Alex Forbes  
Andy Steel , P.Senthitkumaran,A.McCrossen, T.Tahir, N.Carpenter , L.Allen, F.Baxendine, 
J.Merchant, M.Carruthers, A.Forbes  
 
Terms & Conditions for hire of facilities 
 
To all Sports Club Hirers: 
The cost to hire the club facilities   £200.00 
We require a breakages/cleaning deposit  £50.00 
We require a kitchen use deposit  £50.00 
If an extension after midnight is requested £100.00 per extra hour  
Corkage will be charged per bottle   @£8.00  
All moneys are to be received by the OWA at least 1 month before event. We politely request there 
be no decorations on the honours boards. No use of party poppers, spray string, table confetti or 
similar. If the club-house-bar and/or kitchen are left in need of cleaning, the appropriate deposit will be 
forfeited. 
NB:  The Association relies heavily on hiring out the Clubhouse to increase its revenue from which we 
all benefit. The above outlines our terms and conditions, so please pass on to anyone your think may 
be interested or, indeed, yourself – many Old Wilsonians have already held functions in our 

Clubhouse. For more details, please contact Anton Snowsill:   antonsnowsill@hotmai.com 
 

COPY DATE FOR NEXT EDITION -   July 31
st
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